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Using Corel Capture to Illustrate

The CorelDraw Graphics Suite offers a variety of tools for the creation and managing graphics files for the 
Desktop Publishing process. One tool that can be used nicely to create on-screen illustrations is the 
Corel Capture Tool. This tool is not exclusive to Corel it can be used at anytime from any program
on your computer.

The value use of this utility creates is documentation and confirmation. providing your customer the 
opportunity to see your proposals previous to running the job embeds your service with them as it shows 
your commitment to quality and attention to detail which saves money by avoiding mistakes which can 
produce expense via public display of said mistake, delay of order delivery or hard costs of added materials 
to fix incorrect names, spellings or display.

To Start Corel Capture, find it located from your Start
Window, Programs, Corel Graphics Suite and then
Corel Capture.

This will present the following windows where you can 
set the rules of capture which we describe for you below.

The following steps are general in guide, alter as you need for your
liking.

Activation Key - Corel suggests F7, open the window and you can
create your own activation key. Pressing this key will start the
screen capture process.

Delay is the time from activation key to the presentation of the
capture. I normally like a couple of seconds transition time.

Show Area is nice to have selected if you will use a capture 
window mode which lets you capture exactly what you want. 
If you are capturing the full window or Menu Tabs this is less 
necessary.

Image Controls are fairly straight forward, here you can set a
default color and resolution output.

Color is good so we utilize the standard setting, but as the 
resolution setting will increase file size you may want to 
consider the quality of the image needed. I typically will set
150 for an quick file to send via e-mail, but will jump up to 
250 dpi for a document.

Maintain Aspic Ration simply is balance of the BMP Image 
being captured.
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Destination Tab offer direction on how and where your file is processed.

I keep the files and save them to a location on my hard drive. 
This way I can go back and edit them as needed or certainly save 
them to a customer directory as a confirmation of order approval. 

My Documents\My Pictures\Corel Capture is my preferred location.

Clipboard will place the file on short term RAM and the allow you to
paste the image into a document or e-mail.

Type of Capture refers to the control of the image being acquired.

I work with area capture the most as it lets me draw a box 
(see later example) on the specific area I want.

Window Capture is the entire area and Menu would be the specific 
Pull down Window that the program feature would be located in
if you are instructing on a software use tutorial.

Once you have confirmed these settings, you will select the Capture
button at the bottom to start the program. It goes dormant and sits
on the task bar (lower right of work screen) until you call it to action.

Activating Corel Capture with F7
generates the screen we see here.

    This window is the adjustable
area that you can pin point the 
screen area you wish to capture.

   The Preview Screen here shows 
the proposed results of your capture.

Once satisfied you can confirm and
Corel Capture will place the image 
into the file you designated or
the windows clip board.

And...That is that, a simple way
to confirm customer orders or retain
information for duplicating orders
in the future reserving the quality
of effort your business performs 
again and again.
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